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Gerhard ULRICH        May 30, 2019 

Dissident, former/futur political prisoner 

Founder + former President of the citizens’ 

initiative APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE 

Network SALVE EUROPA ! 

Avenue de Lonay 17 

CH-1110 Morges 

 

 

Mister 

Henri DE CASTRIES 

President of the Bilderbergers 

Residing presently at the Hôtel 

Montreux Palace 

Avenue Claude-Nobs 2 

CH-1820 Montreux 

 

cc : To whom it may concern 

 

Subjects which will not be on the agenda at your annual conference 

Hôtel Fairmont Le Montreux Palace, May 30 – June 2, 2019 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

Switzerland is the prefered country of the Bilderbergers, designated as well as 

World Government, since you are preaching the New World Order. Informed 

people know very well that Switzerland is the most corrupt country in this world. 

The engaged amounts of corruption per capita of Switzerland is beyond any 

competition.  In addition, the Canton of Vaud which you selected for your annual 

meeting 2019 is a Canton ruled by the judiciary banditism of the Freemasons. 

 

We will be briefed very soon about your discussions. For sure, you will not speak 

about the problems oppressing the world population, and in particular the 

situation in Europe: 

 

1. The European judiciary system is irredeemably degenerated and 

irreformable, since no international instance is surveying the 

implementation of the human rights: The European Court of Human Right 

is rejecting 99 % of the applications and the High-Commissioner for human 
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rights of the United Nations (foundation launched by e Rockefeller) are not 

even acknowledging receipt of the complaints.  

2. The incredible concentration of assets, in contradiction to social justice 

and prinicples of a responsible capitalism. The fortune of the  

ROTHSCHILD clan is estimated to amount to fivehundredthousand 

billions of Euros. The Queen of England is owning as a private person 

almost 1/5 of the earths land surface etc. The rest of us, we are their slaves. 

3. The political instability in our world, with the endless wars. The former 

defense pact of the Northern Atlantic, the NATO has muted and became 

nowadays the most powerful criminal organisation worldwide. Each armed 

conflict is feeding the arms industry, and therafter, the Spoils of War can 

be shared. 

4. Mandated by the CLINTONS, Georg SOROS and Warren BUFFET,  Al 

GORE is managing a multibillion foundation of the climate swindle. The 

naive youth and green politicians are kept busy, diverting their attention 

from the real problems:  

- The extinction of species, caused by the human overpopulation  

- The advancing distruction of nature due to the massive migration 

towards Europe, sponsored as well by the same SOROS, formarly the 

plunderer of the central banks, as henchman of the ROTHSCHILDS and 

cronies 

- The dangers of irradiation, among others by the techology of 5G 

- The worldwide judiciary disaster 

Obviously, these are not at all the concerns for the participants of your 

illuminated conference: 

www.bilderbergmeetings.org/press/press-release/participants   

Transmit please my regards to the 3 Swiss Confederates invited to the event: 

Ueli MAURER, President of the Confédération 

André KUDELSKI, Vaudois entrepreneur and your permanent member 

Pietro SUPINO, chief of Tamedia, i.e. an oligarch of the printed Swiss media 

You will certainly not safe the world, since your business is flourishing.  

To you, Henri DE CASTRIES 

 

       Gerhard ULRICH 
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